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This catalog presents the entire palette of export products of the region, which fully reflects the history 
of Yakutia, reveals the traditions of local peoples, and also reveals the export potential of 
Sakha Republic goods and services.

With regard to expanding sales geography and establishing partnerships, our companies are open for 
dialogue and cooperation!
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Welcome speech by the Minister for External Relations and Ethnic Affairs of the 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia) Gavril Kirillin

Gavril Kirillin
Minister for External Relations and Peoples' Affairs 
of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia)

Dear friends!
I am sincerely glad to welcome you to the pages of 
the electronic catalog of exporters 
and export-oriented enterprises of the 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia).This catalog has been 
prepared by the Export Support Center of the 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia) with the support of the 
Ministry for External Relations and Ethnic Affairs 
of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) within the framework 
of the national projects initiated by the President of 
the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin. The previous 
2022 year was not easy period for Russian economy 
as well as for Yakutia. However, according to market 
analysis foreign trade turnover had increased by 
more than 28% and exports by more than 31% in 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia) compared to 2021 year. 

In order to maintain positive dynamics, Government 
of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) is taking all 
necessary measures to support export-oriented 
companies. Yakutia produces and exports diamonds, 
jewelry, mammoth ivory, furs, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, food products, in particular 
the rosebay tea, and IT-services. On the pages of this catalogue you will find unique, original products 
of local manufacturers and relevant information 
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About Sakha Republic (Yakutia)

YAKUTSK

The largest region of Russia, with a large natural 
resources capacity and high level of economic potential.
The capital is the city of Yakutsk.
The total area of the territory of Yakutia is 3103.2 thousand km2.

The basis of the economy is the mining and extraction industry.

Yakutia supplies about 
quarter of all diamonds 
in the world.

More than 40% of the territory of Yakutia 
is located beyond the Arctic Circle.
The territory of Yakutia falls within four 
geographical zones: taiga forests
(almost 80% of the area), tundra, 
forest tundra and Arctic desert.

Seasonal temperature differences exceed 
100 °C. The climate is sharply continental,
characterized by long winter and short 
summer periods. In terms of the absolute 
value of the minimum temperature and 
the total duration of the period with a cold 
temperature, the Yakutia has no analogues 
in the Northern Hemisphere.
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Handicraft goods

Individual entrepreneur Grigorieva Olga Grigorievna is the founder and head of the Kamelek 
trade and production company. Kamelek is a popular Yakut brand of national tableware and 
souvenirs with an 18-year history. The company offers it’s customers both traditional 
porcelain sets made of high-quality bone porcelain and exclusive handmade ceramic products.
Besides that, the company produces jewelry in the national style of copper and brass 
"Altan Art". These ornaments carry a combination of antiquity and modernity. 
The philosophy of ethnic jewelry in the Yakut style is simple, but elegant with a 
deep meaning - like an invisible thread connecting all generations of women in the family. 
Another project of the company is Tuoy Art, a brand of pottery and ceramic souvenirs. 
All the company's products contribute to the revival of traditions, interest in national identity 
and the creation of modern ethnics, including other peoples of the world. The basic principles 
of work that the company consistently adheres to is high quality, modern technologies, 
favorable terms of cooperation and satisfied customers. 

1
INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR 
GRIGORIEVA OLGA GRIGORIEVNA

Handicraft goods
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Handicraft goods

Awards

Export Commodity

 1st place in the Regional competition of the Russian 
festival-competition "Tourist Souvenir" 
 the Far-Eastern and Siberian Federal Districts, Ulan-Ude.

  The best entrepreneur of Yakutsk 2017.

  The best entrepreneur of Yakutsk 2018.

  Winners of the All-Russian award 
"Crystal Apple" for the highest income in 2017

  Winners of the All-Russian prize "Choice of Russia".

  The title of "Reliable business Partner of Russia 2018".

Diploma-medal of the All-Russian competition 
"Female director of the year–2019".

Title "The best product of Russia - 2019

Winner of the II level in the nomination "Online export" 
of the regional competition "Exporter of the Year 
Sakha Republic-2020".

Tea pairs

Dishes to serve

Beverage container

Locally made tableware with a national identity

Tea and dinner sets with national symbols

Gift sets, event products

Author's tableware

Ceramic tableware and souvenirs

Copper and brass handmade jewelry

Corporate gifts: promo souvenirs, personalized gifts
Address: 677021, Republic of Sakha /Yakutia/, Yakutsk, Ordzhonikidze str., 56

Phone: +7 (914) 274-74-09
E-mail: kamelek_studio@mail.ru

Social media pages: 
@kamelek888

@catalog_camels
@toy_art

@altan_art888
https://t.me/kamelek_888
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LLC "Tusku"

Handicraft goods

The company manufactures and exports products 
as well as raw materials from mammoth tusk. 
The team of bone-carvers create various 
exclusive souvenirs and jewelry. The main goal 
of the company oriented to show absolutetly 
unique masterpiece from mammoth tusk created
by talented Yakut craftsmen. The company 
takes an active public position in working with 
educational institutions and museums, provides 
a base for schoolchildren and students to conduct 
research in the field of paleontology. The company 
aims to work for export, production facilities allow 
annual export deliveries to larger volumes, about 
4 tons of products for 400 thousand US dollars.

9601900000,

9705000000,

9705220000.

Awards

Export Commodity

 Winner of the nomination "Breakthrough of the Year" 
of the regional competition "Exporter of the Year 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia) -2019"

  Winner in the nomination "Exporter of the Year in industry" 
in the category "Small And Medium-sized Enterprises" of the 
All-Russian Award "Exporter of the Year-2019" in the 
Far Eastern Federal District

  Winner in the nomination "Exporter of the Year in industry" 
of the regional competition "Exporter of the Year 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia) -2021"

Semi-finished products from mammoth tusk
Souvenirs from mammoth tusk.

Partner countries

Address: 677021, Republic of Sakha /Yakutia/, Yakutsk, D.D. Krasilnikov str., 11a
Phone: +7 (914) 270-10-23
E-mail: tusku2016@mail.ru

People's Republic of China
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Address: 678480, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Olenek village, Vinokurova str., 2, sq.1
677000, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Yakutsk, Ordzhonikidze str. 8, sq. 53

Cell. +7 (914) 270-09-94
Phone. +7 (4112) 40-19-12

E-mail: arctic-trade@mail.ru

Limited Liability Company "Arctic Trade"
The company is engaged in extraction, manufacture and sale of products from collectible materials 
of mammoth tusk.

LLC "Arctic Trade"

Handicraft goods

Export Commodity



Individual Entrepreneur Konstantin Chugunov collects paleontological materials of mammoth tusk, 
makes souvenirs and exports mammoth tusks.

Awards

 Winner in the nomination "Breakthrough of the Year" of the regional competition 
"Exporter of the Year Sakha Republic -2021".

Mammoth tusks, 

Souvenirs made of mammoth tusks.

Individual Entrepreneur 
Chugunov Konstantin Sergeevich

Partner countries

People's Republic of China

United Arab Emirates

Phone: +7 (924) 366-96-69
E-mail: momskiy@mail.ru
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Export Commodity

Handicraft goods



Mammoth tusks, 

Souvenirs made of mammoth tusks.

SPK KPO "Chondon"
Agricultural Production Cooperative, Nomadic tribal community

The agricultural production cooperative "Nomadic Tribal Community "Chondon" is an active 
exporter of mammoth tusks. The organization is also engaged in collecting of paleontological 
materials and the souvenirs manufacturing out of mammoth tusks.

Partner countries

People's Republic of China

Phone: +7 (924) 563-21-25

E-mail:  chondon09@mail.ru

Awards

 The winner in the nomination 
"The best female exporter" 
of the regional competition 
"Exporter of the Year Sakha Republic -2022".

9705220000

Export Commodity

Handicraft goods
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LLC "Saydam Export"

The company is an active exporter of mammoth tusks. The organization is also engaged 
in the collection of paleontological materials of mammoth tusk and the 
manufacture of souvenirs from mammoth tusks.
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Partner countries

People's Republic of China

Phone: +7 (996) 914-83-26

E-mail:  saidamexport@mail.ru 

Handicraft goods

Mammoth tusks, 

Souvenirs made of mammoth tusks.

9705220000

Export Commodity



Individual Entrepreneur 
Cao Dewei

Entrepreneur Cao Dewei is an active exporter of mammoth tusks. The organization is also 
engaged in the collection of paleontological materials of mammoth tusk and 
the manufacture of souvenirs from mammoth tusks.
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Partner countries

People's Republic of China

Phone: +7 (999) 174-37-64

E-mail:  dawei120400@gmail.com

Awards

 III Nomination for "Exporter of the Year in Industry" 
in the regional competition 
 "Exporter of the Year in the Sakha Republic  - 2022".

Handicraft goods

Mammoth tusks, 

Souvenirs made of mammoth tusks.

9705220000

Export Commodity



The Sakha Taas company is a manufacturer and expert in the field of stone-cutting 
and jewelry art. The author's jewelry and artistic products of the jewelry company 
amaze with the audacity of the idea and delight with the skill of execution. 
Each product is unique and can take a worthy place in a private collection. 
In each of them there is an enduring cultural value and the continuation of the 
best traditions of the Yakut jewelry art. We have given our best jewelers full freedom 
of creativity and imagination. 
That is why our jewelry is unique, diverse and easily recognizable in its unique design.

12

Partner countries

People's Republic of China

Republic of Kazakhstan

Vietnam

Jewelry

LLC “Sakha Taas“

Awards

Jewelry, medals made of precious metals and precious stones.

Souvenirs and paintings made of Yakutia gems.

Export Commodity

2

Jewelry
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Address: 6 Karl Marx str., building 1, Neryungri, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), 678960
Phone +7 (916) 649-21-88
+7 (924) 462-27-06
E-mail: Sakha_stone@mail.ru
Website: http://sakhataas.com/
Links to social media pages:
https://www.instagram.com/sakha_taas/
Marketplace: https://sakhataas.etp14.ru/

Jewelry
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LLC "Kierge"

Jewelry

For 30 years (since 1993) we have been specializing in the manufacture of jewelry and can 
rightfully be called the largest jewelry company in Yakutia and one of the largest in Russia. 
We offer not only finished products, but also work on an individual customer order. Design 
of any complexity is possible. 

The works are executed manually by Yakut craftsmen, using local materials – Yakut 
diamonds, gold and silver. Among the company's clients are world stars. Not only Russian, 
but also foreigners. By special order for the international sports tournament under the 
patronage of Arnold Schwarzenegger, the Kierge company produced 15 medals with an indi-
vidual design, 24-carat gilding, enamel and engraving. Kierge also made a souvenir made of 
silver and gold in the form of an Oscar statuette especially for Leonardo DiCaprio. We work 
and create to give people beauty and to see the happy eyes of our customers.

We sincerely hope that the original beauty of Yakut jewelry will not leave you or your cus-
tomers indifferent, and they will become the key to our long and successful cooperation.

We are always open for communication and we will be glad to meet in person!
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Awards

Export Commodity

 The winner of the city competition "The best entrepreneur (enterprise) 
of the city Yakutsk" - 2015;

 "Top 100" of the best jewelry brands in Russia - 2011,2012, 2014,2016;

 Winner of the All-Russian competition 
"Best Jewelry Store" - 2015, 2017, 2021;

 Grand Prix of the International Jewelry Fashion Week 
“Estet Fashion Week” - 2016, 2017, 2018;

 Leader of economic development of the All-Russian Association 
of Business and entrepreneurship - 2017;

 100 projects under the patronage of the President of the CCI 
of the Russian Federation - 2018;

 Laureate of the Carl Faberge World Jewelers Competition - 2018.;

Prizes in the nomination Ethnic motives in the framework of the international 
exhibition of jewelry and watch brands "JUNWEX Moscow" - 2015-2021;

Winner of the national award "Reliable Business Partner" 
of the Public Program "For the Good of Russia" - 2018;

Driver of the Year "Interior and Showcase Design" IJA AWARDS-2021;

Grand Prixprize in the framework of the international exhibition 
of jewelry and watch brands "JUNWEX Petersburg" - 2022;

Grant holder of the Presidential Foundation for Cultural Initiatives

Jewelry made of precious metals and precious stones.

Partner countries

Republic of Kazakhstan

Address: 677000, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Yakutsk, Lenin str., 9/2
Phone: +7 (4112) 42-22-93
Branch: Moscow, Myasnitskiy 3, building 1
+7 (985) 073-27-99
E-mail: kierge@yandex.ru 
Web site: https://kierge.com/

Jewelry



LLC “Yakut Jewelry Factory”
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Gold and diamonds are the most valuable raw materials, but only the work of jewelers allows 
you to appreciate their beauty. Our factory produces jewelry in a wide range, allowing you to 
choose models, taking into account personal preferences. 

A wonderful addition to jewelry made of precious metals are stones. In our assortment there a
re bright models with garnets, topaz, cubic zirconia and luxury jewelry with Yakut diamonds. 

We offer all the items need for a unique feminine look. Our product line also includes exclusive 
souvenirs that can be used as interior decor elements. They can be a great gift for beloved ones, 
friends, colleagues.

Competent organization of production is one of the main factors of successful development and 
a guarantee of product quality. Our staff includes highly qualified specialists of various profiles. 

We employ talented designers who create sketches of future products. They implement their own 
creative ideas, take into account fashion trends. 

Production workshops are equipped with high-tech equipment, professional tools, ideally equipped 
workplaces. This allows us to produce products in a wide range, in large volumes. Strict quality 
control is carried out at all production stages. 

The plant's products are recognizable not only in the Republic Sakha, but also abroad.

Export Commodity

Jewelry made of precious metals and precious stones.

Partner countries

Republic of Kazakhstan

Mongolia

Address: 677007, Sakha Republic, Yakutsk, Avtodorozhnaya str., 19, office 201
Phone: +7 (924) 173-17-88

E-mail: Zolotoyakutii@yandex.ru Website: https://yakutjeweler.ru/

Jewelry



Partner countries

People's Republic of China

Address: 677903, Sakha Republic /Yakutia 
Kangalassy MKR, Komsomolskaya, house 7

Phone: +7 (914) 285-03-31
E-mail: llcgrigori@mail.ru

Awards

Diamonds

The second place in the nomination "Exporter of the year in industry" of the regional competition 
"Exporter of the Year Sakha Republic (Yakutia) – 2022".

Export Commodity
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LLC “Grigory”

LLC "Grigori" is one of the few operating Russian enterprises for cutting diamonds into 
brilliants and selling of rough diamonds with 30 years of experience. The company is 
focused on exporting diamonds to foreign markets. Accredited client of JSC ALROSA (PJSC).  

An active participant in auctions of particularly large rough diamonds. 
Resident of the Yakutia Advanced Special Economic Zone (ASEZ Yakutia).

Director Karataev Grigory Grigorievich
Graduated Alumni of Diamond Center in Moscow in 1994. He studied at the Yakut State University 
named after M.K. Ammosov at the Faculty of "Technology of Diamond Production", 
successfully finished courses of raw materials and diamonds in Moscow. 

He graduated from the international advanced training courses at the GIA in Hong Kong. 
In 2004, he was trained in marking rough diamonds at the Diamond Exchange in Israel (Tel Aviv). 
In 2018 he interned at the Diamond Evaluation Laboratory in Japan (Tokyo). 
Specialists of Grigori LLC have experience in cutting a full range of dimensions and 
quality characteristics of diamonds, can organize and launch a full cycle of production of 
rough diamonds into brilliants, and also train highly qualified specialists.

Jewelry
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Individual Entrepreneur 
Kirillin Ayal Mikhailovich

Individual entrepreneur Kirillin Ayal Mikhailovich is the owner of the hunting farm "Chira" 
and the fur brand "Kiss by kiis" . Our hunting farm is engaged in commercial hunting of the 
fur-bearing animal sable. Sable is one of the unique hunting species that lives only on 
the territory of Russia.  

Our fur raw materials undergo mandatory certification. We cooperate with the international 
auction house  “Soyuzpushnina”, where our raw materials are purchased by fur companies 
from Italy, San Marino and Greece, as well as with fur factories (St. Petersburg), 
FAIC "Sakhabult" (Yakutsk). 

We are open to cooperation with textile and fur companies, and ready to supply our products!

Fur production

Fur production

3

Partner countries

the EAEU countries, 

Asian countries (in particular, China).

Address: 1 Mironova str., Yakutsk, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), 677000
Phone: +7 (999) 174-07-49

E-mail: yakutiansable@mail.ru
Website: https://chyra-hunt.ru/

Social media: @kiss_by_kiss
Marketplace: https://kissbykiis.all.biz

Sable skins, whole, 

without or having a head, tail or paws.

HS Code 4301807020.

Export Commodity
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Individual Entrepreneur 
Strekalovsky Gavril Petrovich

From time immemorial, furs in Russia were valued for their weight in gold. The hallmark of nature 
in Yakutia, its climatic conditions and abundance of nutrition for fur-bearing animals is the cause 
of high quality, splendor and silkiness of the fur. 

Undoubtedly, accentuate elegant sable fur is called soft gold. The company engaged in trapping, 
processing and trade of sable fur.
 
The company has been successfully operating in the fur market for 10 years, cooperating directly 
with major Russian and foreign companies. He has extensive experience in exporting, mainly to the 
EU countries and to the People's Republic of China. 

The furs offered by our company meet international quality standards, since from the day of opening 
the company strictly monitors the quality of furs. Except to harvesting and selling furs, the company 
is engaged in the production of exclusive products from wolf skins, the production of stuffed animals 
and rugs, as well as the collection and sale of fighting horns (deer horns) and mammoth tusks.

Awards

The winner in the nomination "Exporter of the year in the 
field of agro–industrial complex" of the regional competition 
"Exporter of the Year Sakha Republic - 2022".

Fur production

Partner countries
Greece, Italy, People's Republic of China, Republic of Turkey, UAE, 

Hong Kong, Republic of Korea.

Address: 677007, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Yakutsk, Pokrovskoe highway, house 33/6d
Phone: +7 (964) 417-87-78

E-mail: Glenfur@mail.ru
torgsakhabult@mail.ru

Natural and artificial fur, products made from it.

HS Codes: 4301,4302, 4303.

Export Commodity
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Individual Entrepreneur
Zamorshchikova Nyurguyana Yurievna

Individual entrepreneur Zamorshchikova Nyurguyana Yurievna is the 
founder and head of a tea company with the trademark "SAKHACHAI". 
The company carries out a full cycle of tea production from wild ivan 
tea on professional equipment. Raw materials are collected in 
ecologically clean regions of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia). 

The flora of Yakutia, despite the harsh climatic conditions, and possibly 
thanks to them, can become an unprecedented source of raw materials 
for the production and blending of an exclusive line of Ivan-tea-based teas. 

The people of Yakutia, like everywhere Russia, have been preparing and 
drinking a drink from Ivan-tea since ancient times. 

In scientific terms, it is called "KYPREI UZKOLISTYI", and in Sakha 
language "KUCHU OT". Ivan tea contains many important trace elements: 
iron, copper, nickel, magnesium, potassium, sodium, etc. 

The presented teas were created in close cooperation with biologists, 
which guarantees the preservation of the beneficial properties of Yakut 
wild plants, their optimal combination in blends and a combination of 
production technology. The collection periods, harvesting periods and 
transportation conditions are taken into account, on which the 
quality of products directly depends.

Partner countries

Address: 16 Larionov str., Yakutsk, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), 
677000.
Phone: +7 (914) 270-72-96
E-mail: taptal@yandex.ru
Website: www.sakhachai.ru
Social media: @sakhatea

Food products, beverages

Awards
The winner in the nomination 
"Exporter of the year in the field of 
agro–industrial complex" of the regional competition 
"Exporter of the Year Sakha Republic - 2021". 

Winner of the All-Russian "Exporter of the Year" 
award in the Far Eastern Federal District 
in two nominations based on the results 
of activities for 2021: 
2nd place in the nomination 
"Exporter of the Year in the field of 
finished agricultural products (high processing)", 
as well as 3rd place in the nomination 
"Best Female Exporter".

Gold medal at the All-Russian festival 
"Golden Autumn" 2021, 2022

Fermented tea from the leaves 
of wild willow-tea.

People's Republic of China, 
Republic of Turkey, UAE, 
Republic of Kazakhstan.

TN VED 2106909809

Export Commodity

Food products, beverages
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Individual Entrepreneur 
Krivoshapkina Lena Georgevna

Individual entrepreneur Krivoshapkina Lena Georgevna is a pharmacist, 
candidate of pharmaceutical sciences, manufacturer of author's herbal teas, 
author of books about medicinal plants.

The entrepreneur produces herbal teas from northern plants. 
Ecologically clean raw materials of medicinal plants receive:
- growing on special plantations
- harvested in the wild.

Elena Georgievna Krivoshapkina also popularizes the knowledge of 
medicinal plants and methods of preparing herbal remedies at home 
by publishing author's books. 

With her recipes, herbal remedies are prepared easily and simply, 
and most importantly - they are effective!

Address: 678383, Sakha Republic(Yakutia), Namsky district, Krest-Kytyl, st. Shaposhnikova, 79/1
Phone: +7 (905) 519-00-42
E-mail: kelena2012@bk.ru

Social media: @siberiaflora

Partner countries

Herbal teas from northern plants.
Books on the use of medicinal plants.

EAEU countries, 
in particular the Republic of Kazakhstan.

TN VED 2106909809

Export Commodity

Food products, beverages
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Individual Entrepreneur 
Ogarev Alexander Alexandrovich

Address: 68 Dzerzhinsky str., Yakutsk,677009 
Mobile: +7 (914) 221-04-35, Filippov Vladislav Ivanovich

e-mail: salesoffice@yesenergy.ru
Additional information about the company and products of FAPK Yakutia on the website: https://fapkyakutia.ru

Individual entrepreneur 
Ogarev Alexander Alexandrovich
is an official trader for the sale of alcoholic 
and non-alcoholic products of the 
joint-stock company of the financial 
agro-industrial corporation "Yakutia". 

The company offers more than 55 types 
of drinks of different categories, including 
alcoholic beverages, and also beer, kvass, 
non-alcoholic carbonated and non-carbonated 
drinks and drinking water from an artesian well.

HIT OF SALES:
A unique tonic drink based on reindeer 
antlers "YES" in the middle + price segment. 
Energy drink YES is the only new generation 
energy drink in the world with a unique
component based on reindeer antlers 
"epsorin". 

The component is manufactured and supplied
only from the cryolithic zone Institute of 
Biological Problems SB RAS in Yakutsk 
(certificates are available).  

Food products, beverages

Partner countries

the EAEU countries, 
in particular the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages

Export Commodity

Dietary supplement "Epsorin" can be used without 
restrictions in the training of athletes according to the 
criterion of anti-doping restrictions 
(studies have been conducted on the example 
of the training of athletes of Russian national 
teams in martial arts).

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES OF ENERGETICS YES:
- Availability of anti-doping expertise.
- High quality products, unique author's recipe, has no 
analogues.
- Made on the basis of reindeer antlers.
- Meets the requirements of the international HACCP 
standards system.
- Competitive price in its segment.
- Participation in marketing campaigns of the distributor 
and retail chain. Providing POS materials, targeting in 
social networks in the geography of presence. 

Our company values the reputation of a reliable and 
conscientious partner. We successfully cooperate with 
the trade networks "Svetofor", "Begemag", "Remix", 
"Bahetle". 

We are always open for dialogue and 
cooperation with new clients and are ready to offer the 
best solutions and terms of cooperation!
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The main activity of the cooperative is the harvesting and processing of wild berries of Yakutia: 
cranberries, blueberries, black currants, red currants, cloudberries, crowberry, strawberries, etc. 

The cooperative produces jam and syrup from cranberries - without the addition of 
preservative agents, dyes and flavorings, only berries and sugar.

ACC (Agricultural Consumer Cooperative) "Tirekh"

Partner countries

Republic of Kazakhstan

Address: 678290, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Suntarsky district, Suntar village, Stroda str., 17/1
Phone: +7 (914) 238-03-98

e-mail: Tirexsuntar@mail.ru
Website: https://tirex.etp14.ru/

Links to social media pages: @tires_summer_berries, @tireh_yakutia

Awards

Jam and syrup from cranberries

Winner in the nomination "Exporter of the year in the field of agro–industrial complex" of the regional competition 
"Exporter of the year Sakha Republic (Yakutia) - 2019".
Agroprom - 2019
"Successful Family RS-2021" with the support of the President of the CCI RS
Golden Autumn – 2022: gold, bronze, silver.

Export Commodity

Food products, beverages
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LLC “Yakut Fish Company”

Yakut Fish Company LLC has been operating since 2012, is a producer and processors of 
exclusive wild fish. That fish dwells in ecologically clean environment, unlike artificially grown 
species the fish feeds by pure and natural plankton.
 
Due to the peculiarities of the climate, the fish gains a fat, which conatins rich complex of essential 
amino acids. Fish from Yakutia is considered as an natural energy snack and  recommended for people 
involved in sports, adhere to a healthy diet and recovery after illness. 

The company develops and introduces delicacy products using unique technology that preserves 
all useful bioactive elements. The products are manufactured under strict veterinary control. 

Samples are taken from each batch of finished fish for the study of microbiological and 
biochemical composition in accredited laboratories.
 
A veterinary certificate is issued for each batch of fish.

Address: 24 Rydzinsky str., Yakutsk, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), 677000
Phone: + 7 (914) 235-70-19

e-mail: Lili8693@mail.ru , skiffish@bk.ru

Partner countries

The EAEU countries, the People's Republic of China.

The company offers the following types of products:
Frozen fish packed in an individual package.
Fillet of ice cream, with and without skin, packed in an individual package.
Cold-smoked fish made according to the traditional technology of salting, 
drying and smoking.
Types of fish:
Dried fish (yukola), made according to the improved technology of cooking
traditional dishes of the Northern peoples
- Omul
- Muksun
- Cheer
- Nelma
- Ryapushka
- Sig

Export Commodity

Food products, beverages
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Individual Entrepreneur 
Yakovlev Stepan Mikhailovich

The individual entrepreneur Yakovlev Stepan Mikhailovich produces canned food from poultry, beef, 
pork, wild animals, stew, courses under the “Chokkay As” brand, which means “Clear Food”. 

Canned food is produced in modern eco-friendly, light, durable, 4-layer retort bags with a shelf life 
of 2 years at room temperature.

Chokkay As uses fish and meat from local manufacturers. The company's products are a ready-made 
dish close to home  cooking. Delicious food from "Chokkay As" will become indispensable on a hike, 
hunting, fishing, long-distance voyage, office or at home. 

Any dish in the package is quickly heated in a water bath, in a pot on a fire, or in a microwave oven or 
a frying pan, after placing the dish on a plate.

Address: 677009, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Yakutsk, Klara Tsetkin str., 2B
Phone: +7 (914) 2 75 38 38, +7 (914) 2 75 03 10.

e-mail: 89142753838@mail.ru
Website: https://chokkai.ru /

Links to social media pages: https://vk.com/public220284725

Awards

30th International food exhibition 
"PRODEXPO-2023". 
Winner of the competition 
"INNOVATIVE PRODUCT" 
in the nomination 
"PRODUCTS FOR A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE".

Canned poultry, beef, pork, 
wild animal stew.

Export Commodity Partner countries

Southeast Asian countries

Food products, beverages



FAIC Yakutia is one ofleading enterprises of the food and processing industry of 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia) that established in 1998. FAIC Yakutiais amodern enterprise 
that produces distillery, beer, non-alcoholic high qualitproducts, which has repeatedly won 
gold medals at international, all-Russian tasting competitions. 

Constant quality control, extensive experience of the masters of the enterprise using only 
natural local raw materials without artifcial additives allow calling the products of FAIC Yakutia 
the best in the region. Today Corporation produces more than 50 types of distillery products among 
which you can find classic and special names of vodka, as well asherbal tinctures and balms. 

The company produces about 360 thousand deciliters of various drinks annually.

Phone: +7 (4112) 45 90 06
E-mail: fapc@mail.ru
Web-site: www.fapkyakutia.ru

JSC FAIC “Yakutia”

Food products, beverages

(Yakutia Joint-Stock Financial Agro-Industrial Corporation)

26
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Individual entrepreneur 
Berezhnov Sergey Vladimirovich is a producer 
of fresh-frozen fish, which is caught in
ecologically clean reservoirs of the Allaikhovskiy 
District of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia). 
The unique location beyond the Arctic Circle 
is famous for its ecology, while fish caught 
in a wild life can be called as a gift of nature. 
The company compliances with expectation of 
responsible business and strives to 
develop partnerships in a new markets. 

Individual entrepreneur 
Berezhnov Sergey Vladimirovich

 Moreover, the organization conducts activities for the collection of paleontological materials, 
such as mammoth tusks.

Address: 678800, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Allaikhovsky District, 
village of Chokurdakh, Yuri Gagarin str. 9 

Phone: +7 (924) 6 62 15 97.
e-mail: sergeiberezhnov66@gmail.com
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Finding a good babysitter can be tricky problem these days. It is good when there are elders 
at home who can look after the baby. But what if there is no one to assign to take care after 
a child, especially when urgent call forces to leave child at home. 

The mobile application "Pod Prismotrom" offers a solution to find nanny in one click. 

It is a indispensable in cases where you urgently need to go away on business or can afford 
own personal time.

The benefits of the Supervised service are:

- Strict moderation of nannies with verification of documents and medical certificates;

- Ability to independently set the cost for supervision;

- Self-selection of nannies according rating and reviews of other clients on to nanny's 
personal page;

- Checking the quality of supervision using the convenient "Online Stream" function, 
carried out directly from the nanny's phone;

The Supervised service is completely free for users, easy to use and helps thousands of 
parents to keep up with everything and just take a break from everyday worries.

Phone: +7 (924) 592-96-63
e-mail: podprismotrom@list.ru
Website: podprismotrom.com
Links to social media pages https://vk.com/podprismotrom_ykt

LLC "Pod Prismotrom”

IT Developments

The mobile application "Pod Prismotrom" 
is a commercial c2c 
(peer-to-peer) service (aggregator).

Export Commodity

Partner countries

CIS, Latin America, India

5

IT Development
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Tobun Dzhulustan Ivanovich is the founder and head of the FOCUS PRO Consulting Agency. 
The Focus PRO team has been developing business communities since 2017 and helps companies 
in solving marketing, personnel management, finance, sales and management issues. 

In the course of work, specialists help to systematize and digitize business indicators. 
The result of the provision of services is an implemented management system in the company.

Address: 677007, Yakutsk, Krupskaya str., 13, office 306
Phone: +7 (914) 110-62-90

e-mail: focuspro@mail.ru
Website: focusproykt.ru

Links to social media pages: @focuspro_ykt

Individual Entrepreneur 
Tobun Dzhulustan Ivanovich

Consulting services for business

Export Commodity Partner countries

Republic of Kazakhstan

Services6

Services
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The Hotu-Bact Research and Production Center is the only enterprise in the Far East that 
produces medicines for veterinary use. The Scientific and Production Center has developed 
and approved by the “ Federal Service for Veterinary and Phytosanitary Surveillance” 
a vaccine against strangles among domesticated horses, a vaccine against strangles of horses
and a probiotic "SakhaBactiSubtil".

A vaccine against strangles among domesticated horses has been approved in Mongolia 
and the Republic of Kazakhstan. Scientific novelty is confirmed by 48 patents for the invention. 
A project is being pursued to develop probiotic drugs with a biopharmaceutical company 
in China. The vaccine against strangles protects up to 90% of immunized young animals 
from the disease. 

The vaccine against salmonella abortion increases herd expansion of young animals up to 23%. 
The probiotic "SakhaBactiSubtil" is used for the prevention and treatment of dysbiosis of 
the gastrointestinal tract and respiratory diseases, mycotoxicosis, endometritis, mastitis, 
forage silage, as bacterial fertilizers, against plant diseases, disinfection of manure and 
manure, oil-contaminated soils. The head of the Research and production Center 
Neustroev Mikhail Petrovich - Doctor of Veterinary Sciences, Professor, Academician of the 
Russian Academy of Sciences, Honored Scientist of the Russian Federation and 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia), laureate of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) State Prize in 
Science and Technology, Honored veteran of the RAS, "Honored Inventor of the Russian Federation".

Address: 23/1 Bestuzhev-Marlinsky str., Yakutsk, 677001
Phone: +7 (924) 461-65-95
e-mail: mneyc@mail.ru , hotubact@mail.ru

Awards

The winner of the Grant of the Head of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia)  
Winner in the nomination "Exporter of the Year in industry" 
of the regional competition 
"Exporter of the Year Sakha Republic (Yakutia) – 2022".
Diploma of the 1st degree of Asian Scientific technoparks 
of the world (Taiwan).

Veterinary vaccines.

HS Code – 3002300000.

Export Commodity Partner countries

Republic of Kazakhstan, Mongolia, 
People's Republic of China, United Arab Emirates.

LLC NPC "Hotu Bact"

Other
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The company LLC "Hotu Tent” in translation from the Yakut language means 
“Tents of the North". The company has been operating since 2016 and occupies a leading 
position in the region in the production of light industry goods using its own unique technologies, 
which allows to produce a wide range of products for various fields: car care, hunting, fishing, 
outdoor recreation, winter snowmobiling, cattle breeding, agriculture, construction, etc. 

The production is located in Yakutsk and Gorno-Altaysk. Hotu Tent products are excellent 
for various regions: for steppe regions with harsh winds, severe winter frosts and summer 
heat, and also for mountainous regions where there can be significant temperature changes 
during the off-season. High quality, modern branded technologies, favorable terms of cooperation, 
satisfied customers - these are the basic principles for Hotu Tent.

Address: 1 Truda str., Yakutsk, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), 677009.
Phone number: +7 (800) 550-87-97, +7 (914) 2-701-730, +7 (914) 2-723-790

e-mail: hotutent.ru@gmail.com
Website https://hotutent.ru /

Social media： https://vk.com/hotutentru

Awards

Diploma of the Military innovative technopolis “ERA” 
for the project “Camouflage suit “Leshy”;
Certificate of appreciation from the Deputy head 
of the United Russia faction

Portable garage “Avtoberloga"; 
Sleeping coat “Hopoo”;
Insulated vest;
Yurt;
Tent “Yakutyanochka".
The EAEU HS Code is 6101301000, 6101902000.

Export Commodity

LLC "Hotu Tent"

Partner countries

                    Republic of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic

Other



CONTACTS

Export Support Center of the  Sakha Republic (Yakutia) 

Address: 677000, Yakutsk, Ordzhonikidze str., 36/1, office 703-1
Phone: +7 (4112) 50-64-91

+7 (914) 296-00-90
E-mail: info@yakutiaexport.com

Website: https://yakutiaexport.com /
VK: https://vk.com/yakutiaexport

Telegram: https://t.me/yakutiaexport14
OK: https://ok.ru/group/70000000474674


